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and the University of Bonn. It is a contribution to the discussion 
about ideas and plans for future activities of the Nuclear Physics 
community in Nordrhein-Westfalen. 
The aim of the workshopwas to discuss the status of high resolution 
accelerator technology for protonsandlight ions (Li) in the 
energy region between 100 MeV and 1.0 GeV. It seems that the recent 
developments (electron cooling on recirculators) open new possibili-
ties for the high precision nuclear physics in the energy regime up 
to about 1 GeV. 
The present 11 Workshop notes 11 are copies of the transparencies 
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nuclear physics. 
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it is a pleasure forme to welcome you at this workshop on electron 
cooling. Originally Prof. Mayer-Kuckuk wanted to present a welcome 
adress but right at the moment he is hindered tobe here. He will 
join us at 11.30. 
Before starting the workshop with a review of the discussions on a 
cooler synchrotron by Sig Martin and with an outline of the work 
that should be done I would like to make a few remarks on the aim of 
this meeting. 
During the last one and a half years there have been a lot of 
discussions among nuclear physicists from Nordrhein-Westfalen on 
the following questions. 
What kind of upgrading of the JULIC cyclotron facility should be 
envisaged? 
What kind of particles should be used and what is the most interesting 
energy range? 
What kind of machines could be used to match the different experimental 
requirements and the existing JULIC facility? 
The wanted energy range and particle range can easily be summarized 
Light ions: p, d, t, 3He, a, 6Li, 7Li, ..... 
Energy range: 5 MeV/N - 500 MeV[N 
The requirements regarding beam properties depend on the experiments. 
But in any energy range the quest for a very high energy resolution 
and a complete channel resolution in nuclear reaction experiments 
was appa rent. 
Well, those discussions arenot yet finished. But during that time Sig 
Martin studied the potentialities of synchrotrons and cooler rings. He 
also made rough estimates of the feasibility as well as of the costs 
for the energy range 50 MeV/N up to 1 000 MeV/N. 
- 1.2 -
In summar1z1ng I would say some of us were fascinated by the possibility 
to produce high-current beams (up to 100 wA) with an extremely good beam 
quality, that is energy resolution of better than'l0-4 and emittances 
of the order of O.l mm·mrad, with a widely variable time structure 
(DC ~ ~t < 100 psec). 
But there was also a large scepticismof how to use such circulating beams 
in experiments. I will only mention two problems: 
- the problern of measuring nuclear reactions in the vicinity of zero 
degree with a high-resolution magnetic spectrometer. 
the problern of making external beams which can be used in external 
target stations. 
Coming back to the actual purpose of this workshop. 
There are essentially two aims (i) tobring tagether experimentalists 
to explore the potentialities of using cooled storagerings in nuclear 
reaction experiments. 
(ii) to learn the methods of electron cooling. It is apparent that the 
methods in beam cooling are rapidly developing. Pioneering work was 
done at Novosibirsk, the Fermilab and the CERN laboratories. 
The electron cooling method was especially developed in view of the 
planned low energy antiproton ring experiments. 
So, I am happy that we have experts from the Fermilab and the LEAR group 
with us. 
Now some technical remarks regarding the workshop. 
As announced in the circular it is planned to lay down the results of 
the workshop in a Jülich Internal Report. This report should contain the 
manuscripts of the contributions - if available - or at least the most 
important viewgraphs and the main topics in a condensed form. In addition 
the essential results of discussions should also be written down. 
- 1.3.-
Tothis end we have asked Georg Berg from the Big Karl group in Jülich 
to be our workshop secretary. He and his colleagues from the Big Karl 
group will try to do this job. 
Before closing I would would like to acknowledge the financial support 
by the KFA Jülich as well as the supports given by the government of 
Nordrhein-Westfalen und the University of Bonn. 
I hope that this workshopwill be very helpful for the future planning 
and that it will stimulate the phantasy of the experimentators of how 
to use cooled storage ring beams. 
I hope also that all of you will have a nice time here in the Physik-
zentrum which is known as a very pleasant host for workshops and our 
sincere thanks go to Frau In~eborg Kluth and Dr~ J. Debrus. 
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THE NEED FOR SMALL CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENTS AT MEDIUM ENERGIES 
H.V. von Geramb 
Theoretische Kernphysik 
Universität Harnburg 
The experimental and theoretical studies of high momentum 
components in the nuclear wave functions have opened many 
new structures in this century. Guided by the farnaus Ruther-
ford experiment, high energy electron and hadron scattering 
were instrumental in the discovery that hadrons are built 
out of quarks and gluons. In recent years classical nuclear 
physics extended its projectile energies and improved the 
resolut~on for complex nuclear 8tudies. Medi~~ energy nuclear 
physics aims towards new phenomena associated with mesonie 
degrees of freedom 1 properties of metastable superhigh dense 
nuclear matter and many body physics with relativistic energies. 
It shall ultimately join nuclear and particle physics results 
in a unified description. 
The nuclear physics community has proposed and operates acce-
lerators for electrons 1 n- and ~-mesonsJ hadron accelerators 
for protons and antiprotons. The research topics covered with 
these facilities are the elastic and inelastic scattering to 
determine ground state and transition form factors for charge 
a.nd matterv measurements of nuclear deformations and electro-
magnetic transition rates~ mesonie degrees of freedom and baryon 
resonances 1 search of dibaryons. 
* Contribution to Electron Cooling workshop in Bad Honnef 
27./28.5.1982 
4. 2 
Medium energy scattering is thereby guided from the picture 
that high energy particles (k>>kF) see nucleons in a nucleus 
as quasi f~ee and the total nucleon nucleus interaction is a 
coherent sum where the elemantary process is driven by the NN 
scattering amplitude. This idea implies a transition region 
from the low energy domain where long range correlations do-
minate and the high energy situation where the impulse approxi-
mation (IA) is valid. To get a feeli in Fig. is shown the 
theoretical total cross section based on IA 1 here the Kermani 
12 1 6 McManusi Thaler (KMT) approach and data for p- Cp 0. 
From this figure we may conclude that the IA deteriorates be-
low Soo MeV and yields an overestimate of 25-3o% areund 2oo MeV 
projectile energy. The depression of the cross section around 
2oo MeV reflects the minimum in the NN cross section. As a re-
minder I show it in Fig. 2 (pp total cross sections). 
The deviation of KMT from data is presently understood as ~any 
body bl9cking~Fermi averaging effect in the nuclear mediumc It 
is this effect and the experimental access which makes medium 
energy scattering an almost ideal laboratory. It may be considered 
somewhat a rnisfortune 1 that the1threshold adds new degrees of 
freedom just in the same energy region but beauty is seldom alone. 
Many body theory with its developments as variational or per-
turbative approaches offer a genuine mean for investigating nuc-
lear interaction. The fictitious infinite translationally in-
variant system of nucleons is known as nuclear matter, A micros-
copic calculation of nuclear matter is generally accepted to 
yield a major achievement as prelude to the systematic (micros~ 
copic) evaluations of properties of finite nuclei. Reactions are 
part of these evaluations. 
To speak of scattering or reactions, we speak of rnapping of 
geometric (coordinate space) quantities in nuclei into mo-
mentum space. They are manifest in the measurernent of angular 
or momenturn transfer distributions. 
4. 3 
With very weakly interacting probes (electrons) the first Born 
approximation with plane waves is sometimes sufficient and in 
this instand the plane wave Fourier-transformation is the mathe-
matical tool to transform rnomentum space and coordinate space 
quantities into each other. This transformation rnakes it ob-
vious how global features (radius,diffuseness etc.) are related 
to small mornentum transfer. In order to see finer details, we 
need higher and higher mornenturn transfers~ i.e" high incident 
rnornenta" Present electron and hadron experirnents with incident 
rnomenta of Soo to 2ooo MeV/c permit to see structures as fine 
as o. o 'I fm ( 1 o mi lliferrni) . This is rnuch srnaller than the 
nucleon form factor • In terrns of the driving NN potential 
(which is still assurned to be a valid tool to describe NN and 
therefrorn derived N-nucleus interactions) the OPE (one pion 
exchange) contribution gives a good description only at very 
large distances (r>2frn)" At shorter distances heavier rneson 
(or multiple mesons) exchange is irnportant. In the last two 
decades many purely phenomenological studies of nuclear forces 
becorne known. Today u a hybride vie\AT is taken. The Par is-group 
developes a meson theory of nuclear forces that cornbines the 
best features of the field theoretical and OBE calculations. 
The result is a purely theoretical NN potential for r>o.8 frn 
and a phenornenological finite potential for even shorter ranges 
(Phys.Rev, C21 (198o) 861), This potential reproduces well the 
NN data up to 35o MeV (lab) contains central, tensor~ spin-orbit 
and a squared spin-orbit ter~in agreement with general in-
variant-principleso The weak but irnportant energy dependence is 
incorporated with mornentum dependent terms in the central poten~ 
tialo 
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This potential cannot be used directly in structure and reactions 
due to its strong short range behaviour but a reaction typ G-matrix 
does. Low density expansion of nuclear matter suggest it as effec-
tive interaction between incident projectile and target nucleons. 
The reaction matrix contains several important features: 
- it is energy dependent 
- complex 
- density dependent 
- it may be computed with techniques of infinite nuclear matter 
allows a full microscopic and selfconsistent treatment of structure 
and reactions 
4. 5 
+ ~ permits to compare results from other sources (TI 1 ~,e-
scattering) 
- may be extended to antiproton scattering. 
In Fig. 3 to 6 I give an example of the density dependence 
2 (density·and fermi rnornentum is related by p = Jn 2 kF 3 ) 
-1 kF = o.1/o.5/o.9/1.3 fm at 16o and 4oo MeV. Figs. 3 and 5 
show the radial dependence of the singleteven reaction matrix. 
Figs. 4 and 6 show its Fourier.transformed 0 < k < 5 frn- 1 • 
The other cornponents are shown in Figs. 7 to 1o. Medium energy 
physics with projectile energies up to 1 GeV are ideal means 
to investigate the momentum transfer region of 2-6 fm- 1 (4oo -
12oo MeV je) • For the two nucleon potentials i t 'rneans to investi-
gate the radial region o.S- 1.5 fm. Herewith we achieve access 
to baryon resonances on and off the energy shell. 
Experirnentally and theoretically we approach this field from 
various directions. A great deal is known from meson-nucleon 
and meson- nuclear scattering about the on-shell forrnation and 
decay of baryons. At least a semiquantitative understanding of 
the underlying dynamics can be set forward. Lower energy pheno-
mena deal with the sarne isobars but as virtual constituents. I 
recall the activities centered areund possible pion-condensation 
studies just above nuclear saturation. 
Enhancement and quenchinq in magnet transitions are expected 
+ -+ -+ + due to the streng (C1•C1) (ToT) force in the NN416. Compare the 
coupling constants NN -> NN: f 2 /4n = o.o8 
NN -> NA~ 
- 0. 16 
It is the central point of this contribution to make clear that 
all this effecta in luhatever way we may look at are associated 
with di[jerent1;al cr•oss sectiona of typically !Jbarn/sr down to · 
a few nbarn/ar. We should not exclude pbarn/sr. 
4. 6 
Finally" let me give you a typical example, which has been done 
in collaboration with M. Coz, H.O. Meyerf JoR. Hallv W.W. Jacobs 
and P. Schwandt~ 
Cross·section and analyzing power angular distributions for 
proton elastic scattering frorn 12c have been measured recently 
at the Indiana University Cyclotron Facility. The data with 122J 
16o and 2oo MeV polarized proton bearns cover an angular region 
frorn about 5° to 16o0 in the lab and constitue an experimental 
-l 
study of rnomenturn transfers up to 6 fm • It was natural to look 
for an optical model potential (OMP) which reproduced these data. 
With projectile energies above the pion threshold, it is known 
that the nucleus should not be considered only as an assembly of 
nucleons interacting through a two-body force. It is certain that 
baryon resonances as well as mesons exist in nuclei in addition 
to the nucleons. In particular one cannot understand the large mo-
rnentum properties of any nuclear state without introducing mesonie 
degrees of freedom. This point is equivalent to proclaim the failure 
of the phenomenological or microscopic optical potential which 
knows onty of nuateons, 
We approach the analysis by a synthesis of two parallel fields. 
The first is concerned with a full microscopic treatment of the 
optical model potential within the nuclear matter approach. 
It is based on a free NN potential (Hamada-Johnston 1 Paris) which 
reproduce.s practically all NN data below 15o MeV in the two nuc-
leon centre of mass system. This is the subpion threshold region. 
The secend is the explici t incorporation of N*· + nucleus doorway 
states, an approach initiated by Kisslinger. He uses a doorway 
* isobar channel w~ere a areated pion and a nucleon form a N baryon, 
that in particular may be a 11(1236). For the purpose of elastic 
proton scat·tering we t.reat the nucleus as an assernbly of nucleons 
which has a sizeable coupling to N* intermediate states. Such a 
synthesis has been followed by Green and others in generating 
isobar configurations in nucleon-nucleon scattering analysis. The 
most reliable way to take this intc account is with coupled equations. 
Alternatively, a corrected effective nucleon-nucleon operator may 
be constructed which would account for these additional mesonie currents 
4. 7 
We follow the coupled channel approach. The first channel 
labelled with the subscript zero consists of the projectile 
and the target nucleons in its ground state. The associated 
channel Hamiltonian contains the average interaction as we 
know it from the microscopic or the phenomenological optical 
potentials. The second channel distinguishes a quasi-bound 
particle composed of a .nucleon and a pion .:l.n a J7T = 3/2+ state v 
a mass equal to 1.15 the nucleon rest massg and the target nuc-
leus in a low excited state. The choice of this second channel 
reflects the dominance of the J = 3/2 pion-nucleon correlation. 
As a consequence the target is excited 
- + - + into a non normal parity state o (1 6 2 1 3 •• ). The second channel 
has a Hamiltonian containing the average interaction between the 
two constituents. 
The coupled equations for the two channel situation read 
Eu ~ (.T +V )u = V01 u 1 0 0 00 0 i 
( 1 ) 
The value for Q is taken to be -14o MeV. This is in the spirit 
of the weakly bound particle model which has its origin in the 
Born Oppenheimer approximation in the original Butler-Peierls 
Stripping model and equal the pion production threshold. 
We treated the coupling potentials v011 v 10 and the diagonal 
potential v11 phenomenologically. They were described by Woods= 
Saxen form factors \\Ti th a geometry typical for 12c. 
4. 8 
However, the phenornenological treatment may be replaced by a 
rnicroscopic one. In its siruplest form 1 a folding model proce-
dure may be based on the transition potential N + N ~> N + A 
of Sugawara and v. Hippe!. 
Wi thin this model we have performed a nurnerical analysis of 
12 122, 16o and 2oo MeV elastic proton scattering data from C. 
The results for the differential cross sections are shown in 
Fig. 'l1 and polarization results are displayed in F1g.12. In 
these figures the dashed lines are obtained by dropping the 
effects of the mesonie coupling; they represent standard optical 
model analyses. The solid lines were obtained with the fully 
coupled equationsp and beyend any doubt, they significantly im-
prove ~he description of the experirnent, particularly at large 
momentum transfer, •llithout offsetting the previously obtained 
good agreernent at the small scattering angles. 
Concerning the experimental future we wish to rnake two rernarks. 
The above analysis for the available data is limited to a thres-
hold region where the mesonie effects are only marginal. HoweverQ 
we expect a severe enhancement of t.he intermediate bound state 
formation, due to the unique pion-nucleon correlations manifest 
in the 6(1236) resonance, when the proton energy increasesabove 
25o MeV. The experimental verification of this supposition must 
receive high priority. Since these particular mesonie effects 
are essentially localized beyend 9o0 " complete measurements should 
be made which go as close as possible to 18o0 • The other remark 
concerns the possible effects within the present'approach for re= 
actions other than elastic scattering. Since low ener~' pion-
4. 9 
production and absorption is dominated by the intermediate 1::. for~ 
mation, an extended coupled equation system should explain 
(p,7r) 1 (7T 1 p) data. With minor modifications our approach is also 
applicable for inelastic transitions~ where charge exchange ahd 
transitions to non-normal parity states are privileged because 
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Storage Ring Design Considerations 
1. Combined Cyclotron-Storage Ring-System 
The BIG-KARL spectrograph is a powerful tool for doing 
physics with the light ion bearns of the JULIC cyclotron. 
In order to use the high resolution properties of the 
spectrograph the bearn guality at the BIG-KARL:target rnust be 
appropriate, i.e., rnatched to the dispersion of the spectrograph 
with an object width of the order of a rnillirneter. One step 
to rneet these requirernents is to let the bearns pass through a 
rnonochrornator before hitting the target. The characteristic 
figures for bearns after the rnonochrornator are 
e.: ~ e.: ::::::::: 1 rnrn mrad 
X y 
(phase area:'!f e.:) 
dp/p :: 10- 4 
I .:=::::: 10 pn A. 
Thus, the intensity on target becornes low. In order to raise 
the particle cur~ent through the target, a storage ring is 
proposed by means of which rnany turns can be stored. If the 
spectrograph target is placec in the ring, the usable particle 
current might be enhanced by the nurober of turns. Howeverr 
the target will change the energy of the stored bearn. Therefore, 
acceleri3. ting cavi ties are necessary for cornpensa ting the energy 
lasses. Furthermore, the longitudinal and transverse phase space 
of the bearn will be increasec by energy- and angular straggling 
at the stripper. This will be discussed below. 
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How can the particles be brought into the ring? In order 
to answer this guestion, we must ask another one first: Do 
the particles obey Liouville's theorem during the injection 
process or not? The answer is simple: If the charge is changed 
at the stripper in:the ring, there will be new particles for 
which Liouville's theorem holds only for the coordinates at 
the beginning of generation,which is at the center of the ring. 
In this case the density in phase space can be increased. If 
the particle charge is not changed, the inflecting beam line 
must be included into the beam optical system of the ring itself. 
Therefore, the phase space density of thestored bearn cannot be 
increased by injecting more particies. 
In table 1 the ions, which can be accelerated in JULIC, are 
listed. Included are ions for charge changing injection. 
A combined function lattice consisting of twelve identical 
dipole mag~ets with edges was proposed for the storage ring 
(c.f. fig. 1) ~ The nurnber of pulses areund the circumference of 
the ring must be an integer. 
Thus the average radius Rs of the ring was chosen in such a 
way that the harmonic nurnber h 5 of the ring is given by 
R 
= h • s = 
c --
Re 
being Re = 
14.where Re is the mean extraction radius of JULIC 
1.54 m. In fig. 2 the envelopes of one turn of the beam 
xmax and Ymax in radial and axial direction and the dispersion 
element R16 (Br 73) are drawn versus the path length. Fig. 3 
shows the deviation elements R12 and R34 versus s, fig. 4 the 
resulting tune diagram. The lattice is rather weakly;focussing. 
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At both ends of the half period (positions 0 and 4) there are 
achromatic points with waists in both directions. From the 
R12 (s)- and R34 (s) .curves a tune of vx = 2, vy = 1 results 
which must be changed to a working point with a little smaller 
value of vx and v (c.f. fig. 4) by a slight modification of 
y~ 
the lattice in order to avoid resonances. 
2. Storing Modes 
Particles, which obey Liouville's theorem, can be stored 
in the two transverse and in the longitudinal phase areas of 
the storage ring. Usually, not all possibilities are achieved 
in one ring. The properties of the stored beams in the different 
modes are listed in table 2. 
Transverse stacking. 
The width of the stored beam aj(the 2target (s = s 2 ) is given 
- ; ~ ( max) 2 by (xmax) 2 =vß 2 ·Ex' where s2 = is the amplitude function 
Ex 
of the lattice at s 2 • For storing the beam in the (x,B) area 
the reference orbit is shifted by 2· (x ) 1 at s 1 using two max 
kicker magnets at s 0 and s 3 (in case of storing in the (y,~)-
area the second kicker must be placed at s 4 ,c.f. fig. 3). In 
the considered case (c.f. table 2) of n = 100 (xmax) 1 = 3.4 cm 
results. The kicker field is given by 




where ~ means the length and 80 = 2· (xmax) 1/(R12 l 1 the deflecting 
angle. Therefore, for protons of 45 MeV and ~ = 1 m BK = 198 Gauss 
is obtained, which is feasible. The beam passes then close to D1. 
During storing the bump must decrease by 2· (xmax) 1/turn in order 
to clear D1 for injecting the next turn. Thus, BK must decrease 
as -dBK/dT
5 
= 0.04 Gauss/ns. For BIG-KARL, whose dispersion is 
in the radial plane, transverse stacking in the (y,~)-plane 
might be considered. However, the beam extension in y-direction 
becomes quite large even at a moderate number of stored turns 
(c.f. table 2). 
During the time of storage the RF-system must provide an 
accelerating voltage V which compensates for the energy loss 
in the target and delivers some bucket size big enough to 
take up the longi~udinal phase area of the original beam and 
additional area caused by energy straggling of the circulating 
beam at the stripper. V depends on the target thickness and 
on the number of turns (c.f. below). 
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Longitudinal stacking. 
Because of the rather srnall rnomenturn spread dp/p it seems 
to be rnore useful to store "Liouville-particles" in the 
longitudinal phase area of the ring. In this case the RF-
program is quite complica'ted. In order to inject the first 
turn, the reference orbit is bent by rneans o'f K1 and K3. The 
......, 
deviation at s 1 rnust be 2 · (x ) yielding a field of BK = 21 rnax 1 
Gauss. During stacking the target is out of the bearn. The 
storing of 180 MeV c<. -particles is discussed as an example. 
During injecticn the first turn the reference orbit is shifted 
"' by 2·(x ) 1 by rneans of K1 and K3 (BK= 21 Gauss). D1 is max 
placed in such a way that the distorted orbit goes through the 
center of the channel. The r f- system values are 'J = 27.8 HHZ 1 
V = 2.44 Kv, ~s = 0. After passing the first turn K1 and K3 
are switched off (BK = 0). The catching of the bunches into 
the bucket takes one synchrotron oscillation period T • T 
0 0 
is given by (Bo 70) 
T 0 = 325 ~s( Ytrsee below). 
The (dT~d~)-phase area dA of one turn is given by 
= dT ··d~ 1 where dT 2·dp 
= p T and d<t> 
I 
i 




The injected particles are then accelerated 
to a larger rnean radius 
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R + 6R. ·:L'IR is related to the corresponding relative momentum increase 
6R 6p/p by 6p/p = <R > • 
16 
According to fig. 2 <R 16 > = 2 cm/%, i.e., for 6R = 2 cm 6p/p = 10-
2 
results. The energy 6T, which is tobe added, is 6T = 2·10- 2 ·T = 
3600 keV. The relative shift in revolution frequency D~s/ Vs at the 
larger momentum 6p is giveD by (Bo 70) 
6 V s /Y5 = ( -1 ~ /k z.) · 6 p /.f - L;:; R / R 
(below the transition energy Ttr ~ 835 MeV/N 6vs > 0). 
The total shift in rf-frequency is 
The acceleration of the particles of the first turn to T + 6T 
should take place with a moving bucket whose phase area must be 
exactly dA. In this way no empty phase area is diluted. Therefore 
the phase of the synchronaus particle ~ must be chosen in 
s 
such a way that this condition is met. 





( ts) · ,.1b 2 :') ~ ( Eo+ T) ) 
where r R 
;( fr =j <R1) 
a( U?J = A(~s) /A (0) descr.ibes the shrinkage of the moving bucket 
\.... ~ 
related to the stationary bucket. 
Taking qV = 4.88 keV, dA = 4.4 keV rad ~s = 83° results. Thus, 
the particles are accelerated close to the top of the voltage. 
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During acceleration·v must be increased to v+t.v until T + C!T 
is reached. Then the rf-voltage is switched off leaving the 
particles at T + t.T, where they distribute over 2TI. The rf is 
restarted at v = 27.8 MHz, V = 2.44 kV, ~ = 0. Turn 2 is 
s 
injected and accelerated by t.T - oT, where oT = dA/2~ is 
the energy width of one turn distributed over 2TI. Turn 3 will 
be accelerated by ~T - 2oT and so on until th~ whole t.T-range 
is covered. 
The filling time for n = 1000 turns will be 
fF=m(~+ ~~·-TS)= 
. I 
_, 3 6oo 
= .;1 0 00 ( 3 2 s-' /1 0 + "T. J' .Y I 
After filling the target is placed into the beam and the measurement 
1 2 
started. For a C - target the eq~librium thickness deq is 
approximately (Hi 81) 
2 deq (~g/cm ) = 0.33·T(MeV), ( 2) 
yieldin~ Jeq = 60 ~g/cm2 . 
With dT/dx = 0.143 keV/(~g/cm 2)(No 70) an energy loss/turn due to 
the target of dTT = 8.58 keV results. This energy loss is 
compensated for at an energy gain of qV = 100 keV/turn and ~ = 
s 
0 4.92 . ~herefore, the rf voltage is switched on again at a medium 
frequency of the stack of v = (27.8 + 0.176/2) MHz = 27.888 MHz 
and raised adiabatically (within one synchrotron oscillation 
period) to qV = 100 keV. The available bucket area A is 1 according 
to eq. 1)A = 10 400 keV·rad, i.e., in addition to the phase area 
of the stack of n·dA = 4400 keV·rad (n = 1000 turns) there is 
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6A .;:·6ooo keV · rad left f.or (d T, dtp) -area increase due to 
energy straggling in the target. The full width at half maximum ~ 
of the energy straggling is given by (Hi 81) 
j Z::~·'Zr . : oiT:: 
r = 0, bb 'v Z:.F -1/J + r, -1(J V T ) ( 3) 
where Zp and ZT are the atomic numbers of the projectile and 
the target, respectively. Eq. 3 yields r = 3.82 keV for the 
' ' 
considered case. Taking into account that the particles within 
the bucket cover about the phase TI (half of the full phase)6A 
is given by 
.b.Ä ~ r.1f·v~'H.M ) ( 4) 
where nM is the nurober of turns during measurements. Thus, after 
nM = 250000, which corresponds to a measuring time ~ = nM•1 5 = 
0.13 s, the bucket area is full and the measurement must be 
stopped. According to the section on target effects the emittances 
,._ 
are doubled, i.e., e: -;::::; e: ~ 2e: X y after nM turns 1due to angular 
straggling. More detailed calculations must take into account 
the cooling of the angular straggling due to the acceleration 
(c.f. section ... ) The radial width 2(x )? of the beam at the 
max ... 
target after the measuring time tM can be calculated from the 
height dTB of the bucket to be 
z. (x",,J. ==- (RA&),_ af /p - (R ,a \. · f J;! ( 5) 
The half bucket height is given by (Bo 70) 
) 
( 6) 
where.Y(~ 5 = 4.92°) = 1.31. With the above mentioned data dTB/2-
1468.3 keV results yielding with eq. (5) 2(x. ) - 2 13 cm 
max 2 - · · 
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Non-Liouville-stacking 
As an example of non-liouville-stacking we consider the case 
h f4 h +, f w ere two protons o 1 MeV are generated w en H2 -~ons o 
8 1 h + . 2 MeV pass through the target. The Bp-va ue of t e H2 -~ons 
is twice as large as that of the protons (c.f. table 1). Therefore, 
the radius of curvature within the dipole preceding the target 
at position 2 is twice as large providing an easy injection of 
the H2+-beam into the circulating p-beam (c.f. fig.5) .The 
2 
equilibrium target thickness deq = 27 ~g/cm results from eq. (2). 
The energy loss/turn in the target (c.f. section ... ) is then 
dTT = 0.351 keV. This energy loss is compensated for by a cavity 
voltage of V = 5 kV/turn at ~s = 4.02°. The total bucket area; 
which is provided by these rf-data (a(~s = 4.02°) = 0.82)1 is, 
according to eq. (1), A = 1164 keV·rad. At n = 21718 turns the 
max 
brightness ratio R8 (c.f. section ... ) has its maximum, i.e., 
each particle should make n turns in the ring. The total energy 
max 
width 6T is given by 
where dT is due to the beam·energy spread (dT/T = 2•10- 4 ) and r 
to the energy straggling being according to eq. (3) r = 0.571 keV. 
With the data given above 6T = 84.55 keV results. The longitudinal 
phase area due to the energy width of the beam after n turns, 
max 
is then oA ~ 6T· 2n = 531 keV·rad which is well within the available 
bucket. Using eqs. (6) and (5), for the radial beam width at 
the target 2(xmax) 2 = 1.05 cm is obtairred. In limiting 2· (xmax) 2 
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by means of slits to a value of 1.05 cm, the nurober of turns, 
which are stored, are set to n , thus, providing optimal beam 
max 
conditions. At n turns the emittance has doubled yielding 
max 
an object width which is by ;:2 larger than that of the incoming 
beam (c.f. table 2). 
References 
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(Hi81) G. Hinderer, F. Hinterberger, interner Bericht, TUM, 
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(No70) L.C. Northcliffe, R.F. Schilling, Nucl.Data Tables A7 
(1970) 233. 
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Table 1. Particles which are accelerated in JULIC to the 
energy T; Bp(Tm) = 3.3356 pc(GeV)/q. The cyclotron frequency 
vc and the RF-frequency v are given. The numbers in brackets 
denote the values after stripping. 
The time between particle bunches isT= 35.92 ••• 51.89 ns; 
the pulse width (J~ = 7°) is dt = 0.7 •••• 1.0 ns; 
h, being h, = vive is the harmonic number. 
T (MeV) particle y ß cp (MeV) Bp ('Im) \'c (MHZ) 
22 p i .023 .2128 204.4 .6817 6.606 19.82 
45 p 1.048 • 29906 294.0 .9809 9.2787. 27.84 
45 d 1.024 .21515 413.4 1. 379 6.675 20.03 
90 d 1.048 .29906 588.1 1.9617 9.2787 27.84 
'90 0. 1.024 .21515 826.8 1.379 6.675 20.03 
180 0. 1.048 .29906 1176.2 1.9617 9.2787 27.84 
67.5 T 1.024 .21515 620. 11 1.0342 6.675 20.03 
135 't' 1.048 • 29907 882. 15 1.4712 9.2777 27.83 
82.14 H + 1.0438 561.28 9.28 27.84 
[41.07] [~J [280. 63] 
59.25 3He+ 1.0212 578.49 1.930 6.42 19.27 ['t] [0.965] 
41.4 4 + He 1.0111 557.23 1.859 4.64 27.84 












Table 2. Beam properties after storing in different modes. Energy T in MeV; target thickness d in ~g/cm2 ; 
nurnber of turns n; emittances E , E in r.~·mrad (emittances of the incoming beam E = E X y X Ey 1 rnrn·mrad, 
-4 dp/p = 10 ) ; momenturn spread at the target (bp/pl 2 ; total beam widths at target 2(xmaxl 2 and 2(ymaxl 2 
in cm; object width in brackets; cavity voltagelturn V in kV; cavity frequency v in MHz; the target is 
either in beam all the time (stationary), or it is out during filling time tF and in during measuring 
time tM (moving); filling time tF ins; rr.easuring time tM ins. 
Mode T d n E E '/>p/p)2 2(xrnaxl 2 21Yrnax12 V V target ~ X y 
transverse (x,a) 100 100 1 10-4 2.0(1.0) 1.2 stationary 
(y,cj>) 100 1 100 n 0.2(0.1 11.9 
Longitudinal 180 (l 60 1000 2 2 2.2·1o-3 2.13(0.14) 1.4 so 27.8 rnoving 0.7 
~ 
0.13 










Combined function lattice of the storage ring. It 
consists of twelve identical homogeneaus dipoles 
with an entrance edge angle 6.4°. The average radius 
is R = 7.19 m. The period of particle revolution 
s 
is Ts = 502.9 ... 726.5 ns. The radius of curv,ature 
inside of the dipole is 1.52 m. Two cavities c 1 and c2 
at the positions 0 and 4 provide an accelerating valtage 
of SO kV/turn at maximum within the frequency range v = 
19.27 ... 28.02 MHz. There is one electrostatic deflector D1 at 
pos. 1 and two kicker magnets at 0 and 3. The position 
of the BIG-KARL-target is at 2. 
I 
Beam envelooes x , y .of one turn of the beam and 
~ max max 
dispersion element R16 versus path length s over a half 
period (the other half of the ring being inentical). 
- p.,J .V ,..., For x and y the emittances 8x = 8y = 1 mm mrad 
rnax max 
are assumed. 
R12 and R34 versus s. 
Tune diagram of the lattice. 
Point 1 corresponds to a "single particle" calculation 
(the edge angle of the dipoles must be slightly changed 
and may be quads inserted to reach this point). The tune 
depends on the particle current I in the ring. Point 2 






Stored p-beam and incoming. H2+-beam within 
the dipole preceding the target (position 2, 
fig. 1); bearn data see table 1. The radius of 
curvature p of the p-beam is PP= 1.516 m, 
p + = 3.032 rn. 
H2 
' .. ::: :, -+--!--1-c-"-'--1~-+--+-'+ 
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Magnet Layout 
0 Uniform Field , 6.44 positive wedge angle at entrance side 
N.I (A.turns) ~ 105 
Poles: radial width + 25 cm 
gap 8 cm 
Total weight (Iron) 4.9 to (H-type) 
5.4 to (C-type) 
(Copper) . 0.2 to . 
Coils: 2 watercooled copper conductor 8x8 mm 2 3 mm ~ 2 coils 64 turns each, o.d. 8ox8o mm 
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Effects of Internal Targets 
'Non-Liouvillian' Particles 
Target Effects 
To calculate the growth of the bearn emittance in a 
storage ring with an internal target we ernploy the forma-
lism of Cooper and Lawrence (Co 7 5) . They predict large 
currents of stored protons for an H beam of 800 MeV 
2 injected onto and stripped by a 150 ~g/crn Carbon target. 
The basic process for the bearn blowup is Coulomb elastic 
scattering. Inelastic and nuclear scattering as well as 
residual gas scattering are assumed negligible. Also the 
circulating particles undergo no rnore than one Coulomb 
scattering per target traversal. The representation treats 
radial and axial effects alike. 
With ß, the betatron function in the ring and ß
0 
its value 
at the target location, the injected beam of emittance €
0 
is assumed to have a normalised distribution given by: 
where ~ 0 = 
is given by 
( ~) 
. After N turns the distribution 
At 12_ , 
)<. + x'· J 
J (es'+ 6': '\ 
o N I 
(.z.) 
where aN the 'foil scattering width' is given by 
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. The number of scatterings N 
s 
is connected to the number of turns N, the nu~ber of 
2 
atoms/cmJn · t and the Coulorrbcross section ac for the ~r.ean 
square scatterin~ angle d<G 2 > 1 I 2 := rS I 
Thus the mean square betatron amplitude is given by 
A2 
<x> (3) 
The evaluation is complicated in a continuous injection: 
Particles injected i~ the first turn have traversed the 
target N times, those injected during the second turn N-1 
c ~t::lah·(),, CJ.L~'' tud_(..J 
times and so on. The resurfing'ldistribution cannot bc 
evaluated analytically. Following ref. (CO 75 ) it can be 
shown that numerically for not too large N it rray be appro-
ximated by a Raleigh distribut~on: 
('+) 
From phase space conservation - or, in other terms, the 
Courant-Snyder invariant, it follows that the phase space 
filled with particles with betatron amplitude less than 
- 7.23 -
A:2 1/2 
or equal to the RMS value < x · "> is 
(5) 
( c;) 
The additive terrr. to c
0 
represents the beam emittance growth 
being proportional to the betatron function at the target 
locationß
0
, the target thickness, the Coulomb cross section,~ 1 
the square of the mean scattering angle and the nuiTber of 
the turns. 
Evaluation of the Scattering Angle 
The mean square scattering angle has been calculated follo-
wing an analytical expression of Joy (JO 73) 
where A ,z denote the atomic mass and charge of the scatterer, 
s s 
Zi,Ei (MeV) the atomic nurober and energy of the particle, 
L (~g/cm2 ) characterises the target thickness. 
This simple formula has been checked against the more refined 
evaluations of Marion and Zimmermann (MA 67). There, based on 
Moliere's theory of multiple scattering (Mo 47) and irnprove-
- 7.24-
ments of Nigam, Sundaresan and Wu (NI 59), the 8(1/e) angle 
is calculated. Since the evaluation is based on statistics, 
there are limitations concerning the number of collisions M. 
Therefore the formula is applicable only for M ~ 15. 
The scattering angular distributions are normalised to unity 
at 8 = 0°, then they are approximated by a Gaussian. The 8(1/e) 
angle defines the angle at which the distribution has reached 
its 1/e value, i.e., the fraction particles, which are scattered 
into the angular interval between 0° and 8(1/e) - which is 
the half cone of the full distribution - would be for a 
Gaussian 0.695. For the exact distributions, however, - and 
for many cases (thin targets and/or high energies) here -
this fraction is only .5. Another formula is given in ref. (PA 80) 
which may be a good approximation to very high energie~~ The 





where p,ß and z1 denote momentum in MeV/C, velocity, and 
atomic number of the beam particles and L/LR the thickness 
of the scatterer in radiation lengths of the material. Al-
- 7.25-
-3 though the validity is good only to about 10 in L/LR· also 
,) 
this formula has been used for a comparison of the rms values 
of the multiple scattering angles . 
..-Tab.J~ contains this comparison, for 120MeVa particles 
scattered from Al and various target thicknesses. 
Tab.r. 
Comparison of calculated multiple scattering rms angles 
for 120 MeV a particles and Al. 
2 2 0(1/e)* d ( )Jg/c:m ) . <8>** ~rms *** mrad 
100 . 15 .22 . 14 
500 .43 .48 .37 
1 000 . 66 .68 .56 
* Re f. ( MA 6 7 ) 
** Ref. (JO 73) 
*** Ref. (PA 80) 
It is readily seen .that the approximations differ by about 
20 %. In the following- mainly because·of its simplicity-
the approach of Joy is used for the evaluation of the multiple 
scattering angle. 
In a paper of Cl,·n e. (CL G.9) experimental results 
are quotec for ~ultiple scattering of 12c and 32s ions which 
are reproduced within the experimental error by the forrr.ula 
of Joy. 
- 7.26-
Evaluation of ac 
For the calculation of the Coulomb scattering cross section ~c 
the formalism reviewed by Kalbitzer (KA 80) has been appliedo 
There the scattering function f(t 1/ 2 ) is derived in terms 
of the reduced energy and the cms scattering angle 0: 
-iiz t ~/z. 
p (t ) ~'~ Oc 0 -. = t 1{0} 
Here t 1/ 2 = n sin (G/2) where a is the screening radius, 





M E. I z. z 0 0 s l l s n = M + M. a 
s l 
z = ( z ' 2/3 + z 2/3)3/2 l s 
a 0 - Bohr Radius -
2 
. e 
• s29 R · 
As before the indices i and s stand for the particle and 
the scatterer respectively, with M,Z and E, the IT.ass 
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atomic number and the cms energy. Kalbitzer discusses various 
limitations and different theories for the evaluation of 
f(t1/2:). Indeed, for t1/2 ~ 5.10- 2 the cross sections vary 
by a factor 2 and more, since the impact parameter has a length 
comparable to the ~size of the atorn. For the cases considered 
here, however, - t 1/ 2 > .1 - the formula quoted should be 
correct to within about 20 %, since it merges into the clas-
sical Coulomb cross sections. 
For the calculations the difference between the lab and 
cms frame of reference has been neglected. 
The emittance growth as a function of the number of turns 
N for different particles scattered by targets of various 
thicknesses is now readily calculated. Frow the physical 
concept , however, the brightness ratio characterises the 
net gain of the ring much better. Again following Cooper 
(Co 75) the brightness is defined to be proportional to the 
beam current divided by the product of the radial and axial 
err.ittances E and E 
a r 
B=I/c ·€.' r a 
After N turns, the current injected is N.I. At the same time 
the beam ewittances cor' c0 a have grown to becorr.e C'Nr'C'Na' 
thus the ratio of the brightness is 
R = B /B B n o = (N • r;~..c.N o C.N )/{I/E o E ) r a or oa 
- 7.28-
and wi th eq. ~ · from p. 3 assuming ß and E: to be the same 0 0 
in the radial and axial planes we derive 
RB N/(1 + 2 E: 0 
nß 0 • N · nt · cr c 
This function has been evaluated for protons, deuterons, 
3He and a-particles for energies obtained at the Jülich 
Cyclotron and different target materials. The thickness of 
the target with 50-200 ~g/cm2 is typical for Big-Karl-
experiments. 
In fig. ~ the brilliance ratio R8 vs. N is shown for the 
extreme p-, d-, and 3He energies, assuming an 27 Al target of 
2 50 ~g/cm . For a-energies of 40, 80, 120, 160, and 200 MeV 
and target nuclei differing in atomic mass by roughly a 
factor 2, i.e., C,Al, Ni, Sn, and Au, again for 50 ~g/cffi2 RB vs. N 
is plotted in figs .::21 - G. 
Increasing the target thickness reduces the brilliance ratio. 
In the lower part of the figures the difference 6RB defined as 
= 2 2 2 RB(50 )Jg/cm)- RB( n)Jg/cm) 1 RB(50 ~g/cm) 
2 for n = 100 and 200 ~g/cm has been plotted. The bell shaped 
curves have characteristic maxima in RB the corresponding 
N is denoted by N 
max 
drawn: 
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(i) For RB= 1 the breakeven point is reached, i.e., 
assurning 100 % injection efficiency and no other 
(ii) 
lasses than those due to Coulomb (single) scattering 
the bearn intensity is the sarne as without the recir-
culator. For heavy ions - even wi th ,a,; th~n target -
RB(max) becomes small.* 
The brilliance gain is positive for N < N For N > N 
max. max 
the bearn becomes diffuse, since the emittance grows, 
it misses the target and eventually hits the walls 
of the vacuum pipe. 
What is quantitatively the corresponding emittance growth? 
For the ernittance after N-turns, EN 
with c = -2
1 
nß • nt · o <0> 2 0 c 
For the maximurn RB(rnax) the corresponding N is given by 
max 
c N 
dRB ( 1 - E ) 0 = 0 
= dN 
(~ N + 1 ) 3 E 
0 
*Fora 12c target of lQ ~g/cm 2 , E =TI rnrn · rnrad, ß
0 
= ~5 rn, 
the following maxirnum RB values are possible: 
E(MeV/A) ION RB (max) 
10 7Li 60 
10 12c 36 
10 32s 3.8 




Hence for N = N the emittance E0 has grown by a factor max 
of 2. Since the Operation should be in the regime where 
dR8 /dN > 0, this important result implies that for the 
stacking considerations the transverse "runaway" accounts 
for only twice the original emittance. 
The maximum number of particles N with charge % and mass A 
in a storage ring is lirrited by the space charge limi t. For 
a ring with circumference C, minor and major semiaxes a and b, 
respectively, where Q0 denotes the tune and ~Q the tune shift 
N, is given by Craddock 






= e/(4TTE 0 mc ) = classical proton radius 
= 1.535 1o- 16 cm 
With a and b given as 




a = b = 2. 7 rrun and V Q
0 
• 26Q = . 4 ( s. sec.t. ) 
' 
In tab. ~ below for particles available from Jülich ~ and 
the circulating current given by (BO 70) 
= 7.644 * 1o- 12 ~ß . z 
R 
with the radius R of the ring R c = 27T = 7.5 m are listed. 
E [MevJ I pa."''ticle, 2 2 p 45p 45d 90d 90a 180a 675-r 135-r 
ßy .216 .313 .220 . 313 .220 . 31 3 .220 . 313 
~(10 11) 
.40 .84 . 81 1 . 6 8 . 4 1 . 84 .30 .63 
I mA 8.6 25.7 1 7 . 8 51.3 17. 9 51 . 4 13 0 3 38.5 
~* ( 10 16 /sec) So36 16 oO 11. 1 32o0 So60 16 .o 4. 2 12.0 
ta~t Th~w contains the number N* of particles per sec. which 
th t t >:1* 6 2418 1o 15 . ZI r:mAl (Bo 70). pass e arge : t~ = . * L: :.1 
The beam intensity and the luminosity are determined by 
N . The filling time -r necessarily is given by 
max 
c 
6 with C = the ring circumference. 
0 c 
"' 2 ' In fig.?~ for a SO ~g/cm Al-target it is seen that for all 
light particles in the Jülich domain 1 ms < -r < 10 ms. 
For a-particles in fig.7Q the dependence of -r on the choice 
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Relation Between Longitudinal RF-"Cooling" and Transverse 
Heating 
Let us define three regions in the storage ring: The sub-
script o shall ~epresent physical quantities in front of the 
stripper, subscript 1 immediately after the target stripper 
and subscript 2 after RF cavity. 
The beam ellipse is assumed to be upright at the stripper, 
i. e. , 
The stripper has the following effects on the beam: 
a.) The energy is degraded by straggling and 
b.) due to multiple scattering the beam is broadened. 
The energy loss is accounted for by a momentum loss dp, where-
as the multiple scattering is characterised by the angle 
2 1/2 0. = <0 > 
P~ssing through the stripper the emittance changes frorn 
A0 = TI(deto) 
112 to 
2 1 
TI, [ 0 11( 0 22 + 0. J lz. (J.) A1 = -) 
. :fo'i' 2. 2 0( .::;: <3"' z 2. 
-1; /l 2. TI • [ (5"'-11\ • C\ = ()tz] ~t 
-- c~) 4- C5"'z.z 
= A 0 + dA (Lf') 
2 
A 0. 
with dA 0 Cs) = 
4o22 
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The product of emittance and momentum stays constant when 
the beam traverses the RF cavity, i.e., 
c~) 
The emittance after passage through the cavity is 
A2 = B/po = (A0 + dA) - Ao ~ Po (r) 
2 
A ( 1 + CL ~{Jp/p }l = 4022 0 0 
Apparently to avoid the beam blowing up in successive passages 
the relative increase in beam divergence relative to the 
unperturbed divergence should be smaller than energy degrada-
tion due to straggling and to be compensated by the RF cavity. 
0< '-jl(p ~2. < olp/po CU·\Ct 1-s\+l.,_ d T/T :-;;. :2_ cl..p/po 
0",~~ 0 ( o-,,) '/z > C( I ( cCT ;-r) "'z "' t cn 
cLT 
The energy lossesYwere calculated following Fano (FA 63) 
cUT [ M ( v] ~ . 3 o 7- . cL [ ~ / c ~~~ z. J · z/A 1 ( z ~ /ß) -< 
x [ .Cvt- ( .;! "''/ C ß r Y _ f/ J 
with d, the thickness of the target with charge and mass 
- 7.41-
number ZT and AT respectively and zi,ß · y, the charge 
and rnomentum of the incident particle. The ionisation 
potential I is approximated by I = 16 · ( z ) 0. 9 T ev. 
The results were checked against the Northcliffe-Schilling 
tables(NO ) td be consistent to within 10 % for the 
bearn parameters and target thicknesses investigated. The 
mean energy loss has been calculated with the sophisticated 
computer code STRAGGL ( ) for sorne cases and compared 
to the energy loss frorn the evaluation above. Differences 
were at rnost for very small energy loss ~ 20 %. 
In fig. ~ the quantity 
(aT/T) 1/ 2 [mradJ 
3 has been plotted for protons, deuterons, He and a-particles, 
2 1 I 2 
with <0 > from eq. ~ p. 3 . This expression depends only 
very weakly on the target thickness at least in the range 
of 50-500 ~g/crn2 . It is seen that for the present lattice 
the criterion eq. ~ is not fulfilled. In general without any 
cooling provisions the Operation corresponds to a transverse 
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Fig~ 3: Schemätic representatiori of the coherent fusion reaction of eq. (6). 
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Fig. 7: 
Excitation functions 
for a srecific pionic 
fusion reaction: the 
three curves correspond 
to different ass~~: 
tions on tne c.c~~:~ 
energy, c , of eq. ~ 18j 
(solid curve for a 
free ~ excitation; 
dashed and dashed-
dotted curve fo~ an 
energy shi~t of 50 MeV 
lsee fig. 6) w1t~ a 
modified imaginary part, 
r free and 2. r free ' 
respectively). ;hF. 
experimental points are 
from Le Bornec et al 
( ref. 2). 
(iv) The reaction lZO) can be used to produce new Isotopes. This aspect might be 
part1cularly relevant for heavier systems where the bombarding energy must 
necessarily be quite large tb overcome the Coulomb-barrier; here, the pion 
could be an efficient tool for a coherent 11 cooling 11 of the system. 
It should be.stressed that additional information may be obtained from the inverse 
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ih1s oroces5 will nicely complement the reaction of eq. (20). Furthermore. tne in-
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SIS 12 - A Heavy Ion Aceeierater for the range up to 1 GeV/u. 
Look to Cooling of H. I. Beams. 
Bernhard Franzke, GSI - Darmstadt 
1. SIS 12 - Characteristics 
.ln the heavy ion programme of GSI-Darmstadt, described in the SIS-proposal 
for a two-stage synchrotron facility for 15 GeV/u 1 , the synchrotron SIS 12 
plays a double role as booster forthelarge SIS 100 and as exploring machine 
for experiments in the energy range from 20 MeV I u up to 1 Ge V /u. 
The latest design of SIS 12 Iead to a ring of nearly 200 m circumference con:.. 
taining 12 identical separate function focusing periods, each with 30 degree 
bending magnets (see Fig. 1). The maximum magnetic rigidity of ions is 
BxR = 12 Tm at a bending field B = 1.2 T corresponding to maximum ener-
gies of 0.5 MeV/u for uranium, 1.2 GeV/u for Z = A/2 (neon), and 2.7 GeV 
for protons. There is still the possibility to raise the field to 1. 8 T corre-
sponding to 1 GeV/u for uranium, 2 GeV/u for neon, and 4.5 GeV for 
protons. 
The transversal acceptances of SIS 12 - horizontal 200 1T mm mrad, vertical 
50 1T mm mrad - will be filled by radial multiturn injection of the UNILAC -
beam the emittance of wh ich is a rou nd 5 1T mm mrad. Optimal use of the aper-
tures of bending and focusing magnets is achieved at injection by quadrupole 
triplett focusing. During acceleration the shrinking of the beam emittance is 
allowing for a transition to doublet focusing whereby the gradient of the third 
lense of the triplett is left at injection Ievei. 
The working pressure in the SIS 12 vacuum chamber has to be below 
1x10-l0 mbar. Under this condition beam Iosses due to stripping of acceler-
ated ions at the residual gas molecules are probably below 1 %. 
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Fig. 1: TheSIS 12 lattice 
2. TheSIS 12 beam 
a) Energy range 
The energy of the SIS 12 beam will be continuously variable between 
20 MeV/u and 1 GeV/u. The reproduction of energy values should be possible 
with an relative error of .!lE/E :5 ± 1x10-4 . The dependence of maximum ener-
gies on the atomic number of ion and on injection conditions is shown in 
Fig. 2. 












BR :s 12 Tm 
Fig. 2: Energy range for ions accelerated in SIS 12. The curves for maximum 
energies are determined by the charge states attained by foil (F) and 
gas (G) strippers in and behind the UNILAC at 1.4 MeV/u, 
11.3 MeV/u and the maximum UNILAC energy T max 
( 17.3 - 20.6 MeV I u). 
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b) Beam currents 
The average beam current from SIS 12 is determined by the cycling rate f 
. c 
and the number of ions per pulse N which principally is limited by space 
max 
charge effects at injection (incoherent detuning of betatron oscillations). In 
Fig. 3 the product N xf is plotted vs. extraction energy, assuming 20 % 
max c 
duty factor for slow extraction. 
At present the UNILAC is not able to fill SIS 12 up to the space charge Iimit. 
Therefore it will be upgraded by a high current pre-injector (probably 




































Fig. 3: Maximum average particle currents from SIS 12 vs. specific ion 
energy. A duty factor of 20 % for slow extraction i s ass umed. 
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c) Emittances 
The emittances which can be achieved with the full beam intensities (see 
Fig.3) depend on the extraction energy as shown in Fig. 4. These values 
may be reduced by reducing the beam current. The dependence between cur-
rent and vertical emittance is linear, whereas the horizontal emittance is 























Fig. 4: Horizontal and vertical emittances of the SIS 12 beam injected at 
11.3 MeV/u. The constant value of EH,Ext below 200 MeV/u may only 
be exploited to the point where - at the beginning of extraction - the 
beam fills less than half of the aperture. 
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d) Momentum spread and time structu re 
During the adiabatic r.f. capture at injection energy, the momentum spread 
of the beam increases to areund llp/p = ± 3.5x10-3 , nearly independently of 
the momentum width of the injected beam. The decrease of llp/p with energy 
is proportional to (ßo)- 1 . ilp/p = 10-3 is a value typical for SIS 12. At the 
maximum bunch frequency of 6 MHz the bunch length is roughly 50 ns, i.e. 

















0 0.5 1.0 GeV/u 
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h=4 h =38 
0.5 1.0 GeV/u 
T 
Fig. 5: Momentum spread and pulse width for neon ions vs. extraction ener-
gy in the case of 'bunch into bucket' injection. 
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Essential improvements can be achieved if the UNILAC micropulse structure 
can be conserved during injection into SIS 12. This 'bunch into bucket' cap-
ture is planned tobe realized by using a second accelerating system, working 
in the interval from 9 to 55 MHz. Under idealized conditions one should reach 
the values for t.p/p and llt plotted in Fig. 5 vs. extraction energy with opti-
mal values ßp/p = ±2x1 0- 5 and ßt = ± 0. 2 ns. These wi II probably be 
increased by tech nical imperfections (non- ideal synchron isation between 
UNILAC and SIS 12 or limited phase stability of the SIS 12 r.f.). Further-
more, one has to expect essentially lower average beam currents because of 
strongly increased transversal and longitudinal space charge effects. 
3. Option for beam cooling at GSI 
At GSI, the discussion of beam cooling has been mainly stimulated by rather 
extreme beam parameters thrown on the market by the SUSE proposal 2 • Nev-
ertheless, there are - so far - no mentionable research and development 
activities concentrated on heavy ion cooling. Electron beam cooling seems to 
be more promising than stochastic cooling techniques because of shorter cool-
ing times, independence of beam current and higher cooling efficiency at low 
ion energy. However, there are many effects which may Iead to difficulties in 
praxis and therefore, should be theoretically or experimentally investigated 
as soon as possible: 
1. Cross sections for capture of cooling electrons by ions? Dependence on Z. 
2. Equilibrium phase space volume of highly charged ion beam? (Space 
charge Iimits, lnstabilities?) 
3. Vacuum requirements, cooling of partially stripped ions? 
4. Interna! and/or external targets? Comparison of cooling rate with heating 
of ions by internal target? Space requirements for internal experiments? 
5. Energy and mass range? Energy variation? 
6. lf necessa ry: Extraction concept for extremely cold beams? 
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Table I: 
Tentative Parameters for a Cooling Section in SIS 12 




30 - 200 MeV/u 
16.5 - 110 keV 
n = 1eff/U 
Electron cu rrent 
Current density 










= 0.6 (Maxw. Dist.) 
= 0.015 
= 10 





1. 5 % 
10 A 
0. 5 A/cm 2 
= 0.0044 (30 MeV/u) 
0. 27 (200 MeV /u) 
r r ~ = 1823 r2 = 8x10-26 cm 2 
t: I '4 \::: 
j/e = 3.13x1018 cm - 2 s - 1 
8. = 0. 005 
I 
2 ms at 30 MeV/u 
110 ms at 200 MeV/u 
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Table I presents a rough estimation of cooling time constants for 30 MeV/u 
and 200 MeV/u Ne(10+)-ions circulating in SIS 12. A cooling section of about 
3 m length installed into one of the 12 straight sections is assumed. The 
result seems to indicate that electron cooling may be a suitable tool for 
improvements in beam quality of a fast cycling synchrotron. The installation 
of a cooling test section, by means of which most of the questions listed above 
may be answered, should be taken into consideration. 
References: 
1 S I.S Eine Besch Ieu niger-An Iage für schwere Ionen hoher Energie; 
GSI-Darmstadt, November 1981 
2 SUSE-Daten, Universitaet Muench~n, November 1980 
3 A. M. Sessler, Proc. Workshop on High- Luminosity High-Energy 
pp-Collisions, Berkeley (LBL-7574, 1978) p.53 
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Discussion 
R. Santo 
Requirements of typical experiments (1. spectroscopy of spin-isospin 
resonances, 2. particle-particle correlation experiments) on momentum 
resolution, current, the measurement of angular distributions and the 



















Questions from the experimentalists• point of view about the performance 
of a new accelerator facility using the electron cooling scheme 
1. What are the limits on the target thickness for use in cooled beams? 
a. Dependence of the maximum target thickness from beam energy 
bo Losses of beam and beam quality 
c. How can the cooling time be improved? 
2. Problems related to the extraction of cooled beams 
3. Time structure of extracted cooled beams 
4. Cooling of heavy ion beams 
5. Energy variation using the electron beam? 
12. 2 
R. Santo 
Special questions related to experiments using a cooled beam. 
a) What types of experiments require external targets? 
b) To what extent can Big Karl be used with internal targets? 
c) Vacuum requirements 
d) Preparation of internal targets (size, thickness, isotopes ... ) 
e) Scattering chamber experiments with the recirculator? 
































1) The geometrical emittance of the Jülich cyclotron is E = 6TI 
2) Dispersive mode of the JULIC beam line 
3) Achromatic mode of JULIC beam line 
2 Target d(lJg/cm ) 
extern 
l imited by 
intern spectrum machine 
X 50 
X X 50 
X .05 
X 05 





5) Electron cooling is fasterat low energies, but the injection from the cyclotron in the synchrotron may be 







A good understandable figure of merrit is the plot of the luminosity 
vs. resolution 
C. Wiedner 
The recirculator discussed in sect. 7 does not match the maximum resolving 
power of the Big Karl spectrometer. This recirculator allows only p/dP = 
4000, the Big Karl is made for 20 000. 
K.H. Maier 
The figure of merrit should show 
1. the increase in current 
2. the increase in peak to background 
There may be a problern with a variable resolution spectrometer like Big Karl 
and a fixed dispersion recirculator. 
The dispersion is transformed to the aperture of the ring, giving the size 
of the magnets. 
K.L. Brown 
Also higher order aberrations third and higher orderwill limit the 
resolution of recirculator systems. This must be calculated. 
Ro Pollock 
A way to a variable resolution system would be to keep the dispersion of 
the ring constant and adjust the ß-function. 
C. Wiedner 
In Big Karl high resolution requires hig~ dispersion D ~ 20 cm{% 
0. Schult 
Is it possible to inject during cooling? 
F. Mills 
Generally yes. 
We do it in batch mode, i.e. the experimentor switches off the detector 
during fill ing. 
K.L. Brown 
Cooling is a wonderful way to wipe out the aberrations of a system. 
S. Martin 
Advantage of synchrotrons: it is easy and relative cheap to increase 
the energy up to N 1 GeV. 
F. Mills 
Chargeexchange injection will easy work. 
Injection of Liouville particles is difficult. 
P. v. Brentano 
Is it possible to achieve an energy resolution of 500 eV at 20 MeV 
(independent of target effects)? 
R.E. Pollock 
E/~E = 40 000 should be available for the IUCF cooler. 
S.A. Martin 
The recirculator does not improve the beam quality and the spectrometer 
limit is araund E/~E = 20 000 (1 keV at 20 MeV). 
H. v. Geramb 
Why is the energy of COSY limited to 500 MeV? There are more resonances 
expected in the region above 1 GeV. A nice feature would be a maximum 
energy of 1 GeV in the first step and 3 GeV in the second step. 
12. 6 
F. Mills 
One may vary the dispersion of a ring between 0 and twice of the value 
of the natural ring dispersion. 
S. Martin 
According to the dispersion matching, not only the dispersion but also 
the resolution needs to be matched. 
J. Reich 
Is the cooled beam so good, that matehing is not needed? 
R. Pollock 
With e-cooling you can achieve emittance improvement in the order of 
mimp "-' 1/1800 and a factor of 11800' "-' 40 in beam spot s i ze. 
v. Brentano 
lf the internal target thickness changes in the ring is the system detuned? 
R. Pollock 
You have to drive the r. f. in a closed loop to correct for target 
thickness changes during experiment, a matched system is more stable 
against such changes. 
Oo Schult 
Is it possible to build a compact mini-COSY at 45 MeV? 
F. Mi ll s 
The cooling is fasterat low energy,may be the injection from the cyclotron 
is a problem. 
12. 7 
S. Martin 
For the Jülich COSY system the 500 MeVmaximum energy is not limited. 
the 2 GeV as maxtmum.energy is possible. 
C. Poth 
One should try to reach the energy of the baryon resonances but at 
higher energies (> 500 MeV) the electron cooling gets d1fficult. Also 
polarized beams and targets would be n1ce. 
H. v. Geramb 
Does the cooler allow polartzed beams? 
R.E. Pollock 
Yes, but it must be polarized transverse. 
SUMMARY 
R.E. Pollock 
Indiana University Cyclotron Facility 
Bloornington, Indiana 
13. 1 
1. Purpose of the Workshop 
- Regional plan for nuclear physics after 1985 
- Try to find an agreement on energy, particle and beam quality 
- Keeptalking together! In order to find the right compromises 
2. Resources 
- People: 
The number of participants at this workshop demonstrates the strong 
interest in the future plans. KFA Jülich should be a solid basis 
in terms of man power as well as technological know how. 
- Possible spallation source: 
All future plans are influenced by the engagement of the NRW 
universities for the spallation neutron source (SNQ) 
- BIG KARL: 
The high resolution spectrometer BIG KARL is an existing important 
element for a future system. 
BIG KARL works for particles up to 3.5 Tm (ca. 500 MeV protons) 
First ideas for future plans are developed by the BIG KARL group. 
3. Cooling Technology 
The electron cooling has been well studied for energies between 
20 and 200 MeV protons. There is no doubt that it works also for 
higher energies. 
Electron-cooling is a good research and development program for 
future application e.g. heavier ions. 
4. A cooled synchrotron? 
- It is certainly possible to do cooling and accelerate in t~e same 
Ring. Fora 6 Tm ring (1100 MeV protons) the high quality cooled 
external beam would have an average current also about < 30 nA) 
with a duty factor of 20 %. 
13. 2 
- The lattice for such a system needs more careful studies. 
- One should study a system of 2 rings, one for cooling and 
acceleration the other for the experiment. 
- even with cooling the resolving power is limited. 
5, An uncooled recirculator 
- This is a quick way to get a selective improvement (stripping 
. . t. . t . H1 + d 3H l +) lnJec 1on us1ng a om1c 2 an e 
to build a rectrculator will accumulate design experience 
for a later system 
- the better brightness allows a higher data rate at a given 
resolution 
- the acceleration of the circulating beam may open up new 
experimental possibilities 
- cooling in the recirculator may be done as a further extension 
6. This workshop has opened more questions than it has answered 
quest io n s , e . g . 
- the use of fibre targets in cooled beams? 
- slit-free clean up with electron beam edges? 
- heavy ion cooling? 
- 500 eV experimental resolution with high luminosity? 
- extraction of cooled beams? 
- stacking problems 
- small angle measurements 
- variable dispersion lattice 
7. Remarks on workshop environment 
- an excellent meeting 
11 ~'\ 
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